A ll companies are in business to make a profit for the owners, the stockholders. Companies achieve that objective best by selling more and spending less. Thus, the simple objective of Occupational Health Services (OHS) is to align its services with the corporate objectives. Because it sells nothing, its strategy is to minimize cost while providing health services to maximize benefits to the company. Two key strategies for occupational health nurses are to: • Prove their value. • Communicate their value to management so OHS is considered a key player on the management team.
GAINING VISIBILITY
Being able to communicate effectively using the written word is essential in the current corporate environment. Critical to the occupational health nurse's success is the ability to convince management that OHS adds value to company profitability by controlling costs in support of management goals and initiatives. If management does not view the OHS as a positive contributor to the "bottom line" (i.e., profitability) of the company, then it could be viewed as just another, "nice to have"
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These "overhead" type departments are subject to the latest cost cutting project, such as reengineering, down sizing, or outsourcing, unless the workers in those departments can communicate their value to management. Occupational health nurses need to "toot their own horns" in ways that grab management's attention. The caregiving and its value have always been there. However, proving and then communicating that value to management have not been part of most nursing curricula.
This article provides a different perspective related to the subject of communicating value to management. This article describes a few key steps to move from principle to practice. Crowe (1999) provided some useful guidelines or "golden rules," about how to approach the task of writing in the busy corporate world. However, knowing how to write is only part of communication in business. Knowing what to write and to whom to write (i.e., golden rule No.9-know your audience) are considerably important.
Other sources (Amann, 1998 (Amann, , 2000 discuss adding graphs and bar charts to reports to add visual aids and illustrate comparative data. This is helpful. Nurses need to develop the necessary computer skills to create Excel spreadsheets (Microsoft, Redmond, WA), tables, and pie charts to communicate their ideas more easily with pictures. Nurses who do not have these computer skills can become proficient quickly by taking an internal company class or using a self study CD-ROM. Someone in Information Technology or the Accounting department may be available to provide informal coaching. Nurses who develop essential computer skills are more valuable to their organizations because they can communicate in ways management understands.
WHAT MANAGEMENT WANTS TO HEAR
According to the old saying, "A poor plan implemented well is better than a good plan implemented poorly." Thus, a poor idea conveyed well gets more management attention than a good idea conveyed poorly. Management will be most impressed with a good idea presented effectively. Management wants actionable items that make a difference, improve results, and add to the profits of the company.
Occupational health nurses interested in communicating the value of the department can use the templates from previous references (Amann, 1998 (Amann, , 2000 and add considerable value to them with information management wants to hear. The "what" and the "how" together make a powerful piece of communication. Communicating to management in words such as "dollars saved" or "costs were reduced by" will get their attention.
Occupational health nurses must establish open communications with management and determine what management wants. It is possible, though unlikely, management has not given much consideration to the company's expectations for the OHS. Perhaps the health service has been with the company for decades and is viewed as a nice to have fixture (e.g., somewhere to tum when employees have a headache). Nurses likely know more of their benefit to the company's bottom line than management. Therefore the nurse can suggest to management how OHS saves the company money through cost reductions and productivity improvements.
COMMUNICATING BUDGET INFORMATION
It is possible some occupational health nurses have never seen a budget, although this is unlikely for nurses in management positions. The health service budget may be a sub-budget within the Human Resources department or mixed in with the Safety and Health department. Nurses expected to work within a budget must see, understand, and have input into the budget. Being proactive, taking initiative, and being assertive can be not only a good career strategy, but also consistent with previous conclusions that a nurse's knowledge must be expanded to include managerial concepts (Nelson, 2001 ). Nelson further points out "the consequences of nurses' inability to show cost effectiveness...may result in loss of jobs." The Sidebar provides a list of questions nurses might ask about their budget if this first step seems a bit overwhelming.
In the unlikely event a budget specifically for OHS does not exist, the occupational health nurse should create a budget and present it to management as a starting point for budget negotiations. This could be considered a bold move for a department or unit that has been operating without a budget, and the nurse is likely to be SEPTEMBER 2002, VOL. 50, NO.9
Questions to Ask and Issues to Raise
About the Budget • May I see my budget, please? I would like to review it to be sure it reflects realistic costs incurred bythe occupational health department.
• How were the budget amounts developed for each line item in the budget?
• Could you give me the details that make up the "professional services" line item? I would like to see if it accurately reflects our historical records.
• I would like to review this budget information and come back to you with some observations about how it compares with what I know about the operation in my department.
• I would like to be involved in developing next year's budget so I can learn how this is done in our company.
• As I review mymonthly budget, how would you like me to raise issues of spending as I see them developing?
• Whom should I contact in accounting when I need clarification about the budget and actual expenses?
• May I have a list of all the budget accounts and what amounts have been budgeted in these accounts?
• What procedures do I need to follow if I need to order new equipment in the middle of a budget year?
• Whom in accounting can I call to help with the cost benefit analysis?
• What is your budget philosophy and how can the occupational health department help you achieve it?
• Are there any strategic company initiatives the occupational health department can help support thisyear?
included as part of the budget planning team in the next budget cycle. Being on the budget team for Human Resources or Safety and Health provides insight into the budgeting process. In addition to understanding the company budget process and developing the OHS budget, the occupational health nurse has the opportunity to see if any of the new equipment the department needs, such as an audiometer or an electrocardiogram table is included in the budget. Being aware of budget proposal deadlines enables the occupational health nurse to plan an effective defense of proposed spending. Budgeting for new equipment falls into the financial category of "capital budgeting" and must be planned for well in advance to get management approval.
Departments with operating budgets often are required to produce periodic reports (e.g., monthly, quar- terly) on how well the department is adhering to approved spending limits. Sometimes this comparison between the approved budget amount for the month, and what has actually been spent is produced by the Accounting Department. If the health service budget is blended into another department's budget, it may be difficult to determine how much has been spent by health service. This makes the task of doing the budget analysis more difficult, but there is a solution. If a specific, separate budget for the OHS has not been established, the nurse could develop an "off line" budget. This entails conducting the recordkeeping in the department by making copies of bills and keeping track of totals by specific expense category (e.g., supplies, professional fees). Nurses who establish such internal systems may feel as if these are extraordinary steps to take for a small budget, but knowing how much is spent by category is fundamental to sound business practice.
Another approach to budgeting is to ask the managers responsible for the larger department budgets to 402 explain how they developed the budget for the OHS. When the occupational health nurse understands the basis for the budget, it becomes easier to recommend necessary changes. Either approach (i.e., developing a separate off line budget or asking for an explanation of the health services budget within a larger budget) demonstrates the occupational health nurse's interest in controlling costs and being responsive to one of management's greatest concerns-staying within the budget. Table 1 illustrates standard budget categories and the expenses they might contain. Of course, each company's categories may vary from the illustration, so it is also important for occupational health nurses to learn how their company summarizes budget information. In this context, it might be worthwhile for the nurse to spend some time in the Accounting Department reviewing the details of approved expenses and reviewing the charges for which the OHS is responsible. The nurse can also verify what should be in the budget report. This exercise can teach a lot about how the expenses are summarized in the MOHN JOURNAL 
Questions To Ask About Cost Benefit Investment Decisions
• What is the expected (accounting) life of this piece of equipment?
• What does the company expect me to earn on this piece of equipment?
• Aside from the labor and material savings from doing this effort in house, what tax benefits can I add to a project to make a better cost benefit analysis?
• Are there specific company forms or investment policy guidelines I should follow?
• Who has the authority to approve this dollar value?
• What needs to be done to gain approval for a capital proposal in midyear?
• Who is the expert in accounting or finance who can help me organize this information to conform to company standards?
• Are there any restrictions (i.e., total dollars) to how much I can budget for new equipment?
• Let's get together sometime so I can tell you about the improvements I would like to make to our health service facility.
budget report. In addition, valuable relationships can be developed with the Accounting Department, which may be useful for the future. More important than just explaining the difference between budget and actual expenses each month is an estimate of whether these expenses will continue at that level through the balance of the year, and whether the target budget objective will be met at the end of the year. If it appears expenses will exceed budget by the end of the year, a thorough explanation should be prepared as soon as possible so management is not caught by surprise at the end of the year. Early identification of budget deviations allow time to make adjustments to other areas of the budget. Budget manipulations of this sort are best done cooperatively with management. Sometimes upper management allows budget transfers across department lines.
COMMUNICATING COST SAVINGS (COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS)
Demonstrating or documenting monetary savings or cost reductions is not necessarily a case of what is said, but rather of how it is said. In a monthly or quarterly statistical report to management, a tally can be given of the numbers of walk-ins, physicals, and referrals to doctors, for instance. However, numbers alone say little to management about the affect of those numbers on the company's bottom line. Associating these statistics with dollars the company saved (e.g., "treated laceration in-house: Company cost, $25; Emergency department cost: $195; Company savings: $170") communicates actual value of OHS to the company. Putting dollar details into the report simply means "costing out" these services if performed on the outside or if they were outsourced, rather than listing what the cost is to the company. Every opportunity should be taken to identify and indicate the savings realized from activities in health services. These savings lead to the "bottom line" and add to the company's profitability. In particular, the savings communicate the value of health services to the organization. The next step is to apply this technique to workers' compensation cases and, again, demonstrate how aggressive attention to potential long term cases gets employees back on the job sooner than the average time per specific injury. This is an area where big savings can be demonstrated. Table 2 is an example of an actual cost savings report used in a company. This report clearly and concisely communicates the value OHS adds to that company.
Even a quick look at this report conveys several key measures for which management is looking. The last column, Total Savings, shows not only the savings for the month, but also a running total for the year. A $53,000 saving to the company by treating injuries internally is a powerful message. If the dollar savings can be translated to percentages of the total budget, or the cost reduction per widget made, the message further underscores benefit of OHS to the company.
The second to the last column, OSHA Potential, focuses on OSHA recordable injuries and provides a helpful follow up device for aggressively managing the injury to minimize both future insurance and medical costs. Actually, this example report was used to convince management the company would benefit from having a part time nurse on the weekends to manage injuries rather than sending all employees to the Emergency Department, as was done previously. This template shows how health services can create and sustain value for the company.
A key point is if the occupational health nurse does not remind management how much money health services actually saves the company (i.e., creates value), management may begin to think of the department as nonproductive or as just another convenience for the employees. The view that OHS is not helping contribute to profitability can lead management to wonder about the benefits of health services. The next thought might be "Could this be an area where we can cut cost?"
Justifying health services' contribution to company profitability can be relatively simple, with a little practice. Publishing those contributions in monthly, quarterly, or annual reports can improve job security. The information probably exists within the department. Putting together a convincing report may be as simple as summarizing existing information, including a narrative, and adding a cover letter.
TIME VALUE OF MONEY (JUSTIFYING NEW EQUIPMENT)
All of the costs mentioned in this article have been about dollar for dollar savings. These savings have not 3 Occupational health nurses must step outof the traditional "comfort zone" to meet management on their terms by using financial metrics and value creation communication. The results are increased knowledge about the company, increased job satisfaction, and improved job security.
Using Financial Metrics to Prove and Communicate Value to Management
Occupational Health Nurses as Key Players on the Management Team Gregory, J.W, Lukes, E., & Gregory, G.A.
The occupational health nurse can be an important. value added member of the management team. The key to achieving this recognition is communicating in the language management wants to hear (i.e.. financial terms, analysis). and developing strategies to deliver that communication, both formally and informally.
1 2 Communicating value in financial terms starts by getting involved in the budget process, or at least understanding and explaining the responsibilities of the occupational health nurse. Linking departmental goals with strategic financial goals and using cost benefit analyses to communicate value for both standard operations and value creation ideas are important to being seen as a member of the management team who knows how to contribute to the company's "bottom line."
SUMMARY
Successfully communicating value to management starts by gaining visibility and by knowing what management wants to hear. Communicating budget information, including cost savings and time value of money, is an essential skill for the occupational health nurse. The occupational health nurse must be able to speak the language of business to make a meaningful impact in the 21st century work environment. yet been put into more advanced financial terms such as present value, using the "time value of money" concept, or ret~rn on investment. These techniques are necessary to validate the need for new equipment to improve the quality of services provided by OHS, and to add more cost savings to the bottom line. For individuals without business or accounting degrees, using resources in the finance or accounting department is a valuable first step. They may be able to provide formulas as templates, or they may be willing to conduct the calculations required for this level of work. The Sidebar on pag~404 provides a list of questions to ask experienced business professionals. This is another opportunity to develop an ally in finance.
MAKING THINGS BETTER (IDEAS FOR APPLICATION)
. Having demonstrated the benefits of providing traditional OHS (e.g., treatment of on the job injuries and illnesses) and disability management services, it becomes easier to think "out of the box" and justify costs of nontraditional services, such as wellness programs. By doing an assessment of the company's current health benefits costs, "targeted interventions" may be more readily accepted by management.
For instance, a report showing how much the company is spending on cardiovascular disease, when contrasted with the cost of wellness programs (i.e., primary prevention) targeted at obesity, sedentary lifestyle, and smoking cessation, is an insightful communication to management-again proving value to management. Additionally, health screening programs (i.e., secondary prevention) to identify high risk candidates for cholesterol and hypertension may be well received when previous cost benefit has been demonstrated.
One last value idea-if a company experiences a significant number of musculoskeletal injuries, on or off the job, a stretching program may improve employees' flexibility enough to eliminate or substantially reduce the severity of such injuries. This will reduce costs and increase productivity (not to mention the effect on morale).
